Dazzling Color Shows

COLORLOGIC 4.0 LED
®

Additional light shows
When integrated with Pro Logic

POOL AND SPA LIGHTING

Twilight
Over 1,500 colors constantly change
to create a relaxing and sophisticated
mood for evening entertaining.

Rainbow
Enjoy every available color thanks to a radiant slow roll
through the color spectrum.

Voodoo Lounge
When it’s time to really get the
party going, uncork over 1,500
quick-changing colors for an
unforgettable night.

Harmony
Discover how peaceful your pool can really be with
vivid blue/green light mix.

Tranquility
Set the mood for a relaxing evening
with this serene show mixing calming
blues with white.

Custom Fade
Program your own smooth fading light show using five
fixed colors.

Gemstone

Vibrant blue, green and magenta make

Custom Chase

this show a priceless choice for any
pool party.

Program your own light sequence using five fixed colors.

USA!
Shows patriotic spirit on the Fourth of
July or anytime with a star-spangled red,
white and blue show.

Mardi Gras
Kids and adults alike will love
the 32 fast-changing colors and
carnival atmosphere created by
this cheerful show.

Cool Cabaret
Hit the disco and turn your
pool into a nighttime hot spot with
this vibrant show of over 100 colors.

LIGHTSHOWS AND TIMING ARE NOT COMPATIBLE WITH PREVIOUS
VERSIONS OF COLORLOGIC AND SHOULD NOT BE USED TOGETHER.
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Illuminate Your Senses

The Hayward Experience
Hayward systems are built on a legacy of premium performance and creative
design. Our innovative thinking helps enhance your ambient experience. And

Cleaners

Lighting

industry-leading technologies bring your pool and spa to life. It is just what you
would expect from the most respected name in pools.

Controls

Electronic Chlorine
Generators
Hayward, One Source. Every Pool., ColorLogic, Goldline Controls and Pro Logic are registered trademarks and Hayward Energy Solutions is
a trademark of Hayward Industries, Inc. © 2009 Hayward Industries, Inc. Chromacore is a trademark of Color Kinetics. (35168)

www.haywardnet.com
1-888-HAYWARD

Total System
LITCOLBRO09

How Water Comes to Life
A pool with ColorLogic® 4.0 by Hayward® is destined to dazzle your
senses. It turns water into a thrilling display of choreographed light and
color. Each dynamic performance available for your selection is unique in
its appearance and stimulation. Set a mood or astound your guests with
the stunning nature of this unprecedented aquatic display.

Awe-Inspiring Technology
The ColorLogic 4.0 system makes your pool or spa the center of attention
and entertainment. Its digital technology will mesmerize viewers with
brilliantly coordinated lighting shows. Patented Chromacore® technology
and the most advanced LEDs in the industry work together to produce the
highest intensity of light in the widest selection of colors and performances.

Full-Spectrum Performance

LED Brilliance

Nothing makes water more vibrant than light and color. But what
separates ColorLogic 4.0 from any other lighting system is its ability to
take light and color to a whole new level. ColorLogic 4.0 starts with
five fixed colors that can be enhanced with
seven color-changing shows. Integrate it with
Pro Logic’s Network Module, and you get four
additional shows with adjustable speed, motion
and brightness control and a brilliant spectrum of
101 adjustable colors. It is a color palette and
synchronization that is as unequaled as
it is inspiring.

LED technology makes ColorLogic
4.0 the brightest and most responsive
lighting system ever, so your pool
comes alive. LEDs are extremely
efficient and can save up to 79%
on energy costs when compared
to traditional pool lighting. The
streamlined, sealed units are watertight
and easy to install. There are no
bulbs to change, no color wheels
and no moving parts for noiseless
and service-free operation.

User-Friendly Intelligence
Not only can ColorLogic 4.0 operate at the flip of a switch, but when
integrated with Pro Logic’s® Network Module, ColorLogic 4.0 displays
its true power and versatility. Digital Powerline communication technology
allows for control and programmability of each and every light in the pool
or spa.

ColorLogic 4.0 pool and spa lighting
offers a revolutionary slim profile and
easy-to-install product design.

Deep Blue Sea
Blue

Emerald
Afternoon Skies

Sangria
Cloud White

Black

Look for these other quality products from
Hayward, your full-line pool-lighting
supplier:
• SP0580 series incandescent pool lights
• SP0590 series incandescent spa lights
• Plastic and stainless steel pool and
spa niches

Creating colors beyond your imagination.
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